Discovery (8)

Bonnie Ellis Are Our Students Learning to Think Critically?
Cora Haskins Integrating Quantitative and Qualitative Research: Benefits to the Examination of Phenomenological Events
Cynthia Keleman Project Accessible Hollywood: Think It, Shoot It, Share It!
Don Ball The Effect of Government Regulations on For-Profit Colleges and Universities
Janisse Green Women, Leadership Practices, and Local Government
Jerry Weyand Project Management Professional Certification
Katherine Blakley Generation Y – The Youth Culture
Sadaf Ali Photojournalism in Conflict: A Comparison of Associated Press Images of Children in Kosovo versus Rwanda

Integration (4)

Bonita Pedrosi & Beth Combs Differentiation of the Major Disciplines within the Helping Professions: Counseling, Psychology, and Social Work
Katherine Van Hull The Evolution of Counseling: A Historical Perspective
Patricia Munson The Value of Diversity

Application (7)

Antoinette Dziedzic Creating a Legacy of Personal Leadership: Being a Delegate to Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing
Catherina Castiglione Industry Emergency Flip Charts
Conrad Welsing Branding and Advocacy: Public Library Imaging
Debbie Perlman-Ajlouny Communication Tips
Don Blouin Professional Organizations: Volunteer Opportunities and Benefits with the Project Management Institute - Great Lakes Chapter
Jan Cardwell Leadership, Community Service, and Civic Responsibility
Rose van Es Ecumenism in the 21st Century

Teaching (6)

Carolyn Ford Higher Facilitation Classroom Performance Reviews (CPR) Increases Student Retention
Dallas Taylor From Dissertation to Published Article
Darrett Pullins The Need for Arts in the Lives of Our Students
Domonique White Coaching Students to Analyze Electronically Submitted Feedback on Assignments Results in Writing Improvement
Hildegarde Selig Proteins for $200, Please: Using Classroom Games to Encourage Student Engagement and Learning
Michael Rosser Building Facilitation Skills for Mathematics Workshops
Midwest Scholarship Day  April 28, 2012  (25)  * denotes populace award

Discovery  (9)

Don Ball  The Impact of Federal Regulations on For-Profit Colleges and Universities
Judy Burke  Novel Writing
Janisse Green  Women, Leadership Practices, and Local Government
Renee Cunningham  A Qualitative Study of Women that Voluntarily Leave Information Technology Leadership Positions
Bonnie Ellis, & Hildegard Selig & Michael Rosser  Are Our Students Learning to Think Critically? Pilot Study Report
*Cynthia Keleman  Project Accessible Hollywood: Think It, Shoot It, Share It!
Jerry Weyand  Project Management Professional - Certification

Integration  (6)

Albert Memran  Enterprise Integration – ERP/SCM/CRM
Bonita Pedrosi & Beth Combs  Differentiation of and Employment Opportunities within the Major Disciplines in the Helping Professions: Counseling, Psychology and Social Work
Pamela Scales  Public Pension Governance and Investment Returns in Michigan
Jan Leon Woznick  “The Student as Brand”—A College of Business Initiative
Patricia Munson  The Value of Diversity

Application  (6)

*Wanda Chukwu  The Tree of Knowledge
Mari Hadley  Educational Quality Improvement
Delores Ireland  Professional Journey . . .Priceless
*Thomas Kehoe  Reduce First Cast Start Delays in the OR
Narketta Sparkman  Inspiring the Field of Human Services
Catherina Castiglione  Industry Emergency Flip Charts

Teaching  (4)

Carolyn Ford  Higher Facilitation Classroom Performance Reviews (CPR) Increases Student Retention
Doris Powers Toney  Students Can Manage Speech Anxiety
Darrett Pullins  The Need for Arts in the Lives of Our Students
Katherine Van Hull  Two Facets of Group Counseling
Detroit Campus Scholarship Day  
April 27, 2013  
* (39) * denotes populace award

**Discovery**

- Murray Johnson: Gaining Insight: A Projective Approach to Self-Awareness
- Michael Mardoyan: The Journey Toward Illumination
- Cynthia Keleman: Music and the Message
- Antoinette Dziedzic: Faculty Self-Evaluation of Collaboration
- Bonnie Ellis, & Hildegarde Selig, & Michael Rosser: Are Our Students Learning to Think Critically?
- Delores Ireland: Sentinel Event Process and Malignant Hyperthermia
- *David D’Onofrio: DNA Hard Drive: Parallels between the DNA Information Molecule and Computer Hard Drives
- Sharon Matthews: Health Tour: the Perils of the “Standard American Lifestyle”
- Eugene Schimmel: Cognitive Variables and Perception in Substance Abuse
- Janisse Green: Women, Leadership and Local Government

**Discovery & Integration**

- Terseer Hemben: Optimization of Educational Delivery Quality via Integration of University Learning Goals with Qualitatively-Modeled Leadership Style Orientation Model

**Integration**

- Albert Memran: Linking Multi-Disciplinary Adaptive Learning through Classroom Business Research Projects Using Boyer’s Scholarship Integration Model and Bloom's Taxonomy
- Kevin Walsh: MyMediaDiary.com: Creative Writing through Social Media via Blogging
- Patricia Munson & Bonita Pedrosi: The Effect of Emotional Intelligence on Learning Team Function
- Bonita Pedrosi & Debra Napier: Cultural Competencies and the Supervisory Experience

**Integration & Application**

*Marsha Parker: Constructivist Competency Model for Online Instructors

**Application**

- Jan Cardwell: Effects of Integrating Motivational Messaging Strategies in Online Discussion Forums
- Catherina Castiglione & Steve Schneider: American Society of Industrial Security (ASIS)
- Cora Haskins: Bullying: Counseling Response and Interventions
- Dale Hetrick: A New Sales Message--How the Internet, Research Techniques, and Changing Executive Perspectives are Creating a New Selling Paradigm
- *Thomas Kehoe: Decrease Pediatric Ambulatory Patient No Show Rate
- Belinda Moses: A Wellness Plan for Academic Success
- Darrett Pullins: Using Photography as a Measure of Gauging Faculty Engagement
- Rose Van Es: Teaching the Digital Native: A Review
- Conrad Welsing: To MOOC or Not to MOOC: Examining the Marketing and Value of Free Online Courses
- Gerald Weyand: Project Management Professional – Certification Steps

**Teaching & Learning**

- Pamela Scales: What is Debit? Making Accounting Understandable for Students
- Hildegarde Selig: The Impact of Concept Mapping on Student Critical Thinking and Collaboration Skills
- Carolyn Ford: Critical Thinking across the Curriculum and Careers
- Rick Fenwick: LT Charters that Work
- Darnell Anderson: Adapting Team-Based Learning to Create Innovative Lesson Plans
- Domonique White: Improve Instruction Using Research-Based Expectations
- *Michael Rosser: Teaching Mathematics to Non-Technical Degree Programs
- Scott Sowers: Teaching in an Andragogical Environment to a Pedagogical Student
Detroit Campus Scholarship Day  March 29, 2014  (31)  * denotes populace award

Discovery  (11)
Dziedzic, Antoinette  Faculty Self-Assessment of Collaboration
Ellis, Bonnie
Rosser, Michael & Selig, Hildegard Are Our Students Learning to Think Critically?
Foxworth III, Edward & Pedrosi, Bonita Pilot Study for The African-American Men & Higher Education Project: Temporary Challenge or Long-Term Epidemic?
Green, Janisse The Marital Attitudes of Single African American Executives
*Keleman, Cynthia The Value of Volunteerism and Careers
Pullins Darrett, Detroit Campus: The Activities which Define our Message & Purpose
Woznick, Jan Leon “Phoenix Listens”: An Integrated Approach to Gleaning Strategic Insights from Students, Faculty, Alumni & Community Organizations
Borszcz, George Separating Analgesia from Reward within the Ventral Tegmental Area

Integration  (9)
Davis, Marcia
Johnson, Michael B.
Napier, Debra
Raby, Alice & Van Hull, Katherine Human Trafficking
Ford, Carolyn Innovative Persistence Model for First-Year Student Success
Munson, Patricia A Model for Designing a Work Team
Troy, Mary Ann Onboarding vs Orientation: Utilizing Best Practice Onboarding Strategies to Improve New Employee and New Student Success and Engagement
Walsh, Kevin Tracking Social Media’s Impact on Blogging and Podcasting

Application  (6)
Cardwell, Janice Effects of Integrating Motivational Messaging Strategies in Class Discussion Forums
Fenwick, Rick Taking the Hassle Out of Feedback!
Kehoe, Thomas LEAN Daily Management
Moses, Belinda A Wellness Plan for Academic Success
*Pedrosi, Bonita & *Van Hull, Katherine The Use of Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) as an Effective Approach to Treating Depression

Teaching & Learning  (5)
Bean, Erik WordPress for Student Writing Projects: Using Social Media in the Classroom
Haskins, Cora The Impact of Problematic Students on Classroom Peers in Counseling Programs
Sowers, Scott Teaching in an Androgogical Environment to a Pedagogical Student
Weyand, Jerry StatMan—Microsoft Excel-Based Tool that Provides Calculation Support for Statistics Workshops, Descriptive Statistics & Inferential Statistics Problems
White, Domonique 20-Minute Skill-Builders: A Bridge to Understanding
Detroit Campus Scholarship Day        April 18, 2015        (27)        * denotes populace award

Application        (4)
Geamanu, Andreea The Benefits of Curcumin extract in Cancer Prevention

*Troy, Mary Ann Creating Awareness of Invisible Disabilities in the Classroom and Work Place: Strategies for Improving Student/Employee Performance

Pedrosi, Bonita and Van Hull, Katherine The Psycho-Social and Psycho-Physiological Benefits of Human Animal Interaction (HAI) as They Relate to Counseling and Wellness

Integration        (6)
Blakely, Katherine Integrated Recovery Process Model for Medication-Assisted Treatment

Haskins, Cora, Dziedzic, Antoinette, Sowers, Scott, and White, Domonique How Can We Connect Course Content with University Learning Goals and Careers? Faculty Learning Goals Toolkit

*Walsh, Kevin Digging Detroit: Creating and Marketing an Historical Web-Series

Teaching & Learning        (8)
Dziedzic, Antoinette “Splearning”: Speed Learning in Short, Focused Sessions

Ellis, Bonnie and Rosser, Michael Should Mathematics Be Taught in a Flipped Classroom?

Gulley, Nicole Technology: The Integration of Content, Technology and Andragogy

Moses, Belinda The Evolution of the Classroom

*Selig, Hildegarde Understanding Assessment Tools: Rating Scales, Check-Lists and Rubrics

White, Domonique and Barnes, Brynne The Empowerment of Reading Circles: An Effective Strategy for Motivating Students to Read

Discovery        (9)

Bean, Erik The University of Phoenix Research Center Customer Experience (CX) Assessment Study

Cardwell, Jan Fostering Student Success Through Motivational Messaging

Cardwell, Jan and Woznick, Jan Phoenix Listens: A Community-Centric Approach to Education Services

Ellis, Bonnie, Cardwell, Jan, Troy, Mary Ann and Sowers, Scott Can Leadership Competency Training Improve Perceived Leadership Skills?

Kehoe, Thomas An Assessment Analysis of HCS/405 and HCS/440

Keleman, Cynthia Networking for Professional and Personal Success

file: Scholarship PARTICIPANT RECAP all years